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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
Crazy Lanes, Inc. (“CLI”) owns and operates a popular bowling alley. CLI has three
directors – Claire, Emily, and Rusty – and one officer, Margo, who serves as president and
secretary. Claire and Rusty are married to each other.
Other than names and street addresses, CLI’s articles of incorporation provide only that
CLI will have three directors, that CLI is authorized to issue 300 shares, and that no shareholder
may inspect CLI’s records unless that shareholder is an employee of CLI.
Two years ago, CLI expanded the bowling alley to add a restaurant. The restaurant has
been a big success, and its signature dish, the Two-Pound Burger, has become a local sensation.
CLI subsequently opened several drive-through restaurants throughout the state serving the TwoPound Burger.
One month ago, CLI received an offer from Beef House, Inc. (“BHI”), a local fast-food
chain, to purchase CLI’s entire drive-through business for $10 million. CLI’s directors convened
a meeting to discuss the offer and invited Margo to attend. At the meeting, Margo expressed
concern that BHI’s offering price was too low. She recommended that CLI hire an accounting firm
to provide an estimate of the value of the drive-through business. Rusty, the board’s chairman,
thanked Margo for her input and said that the directors would discuss the matter further.
After Margo left the meeting, Rusty said to the other directors: “I don’t know what Margo
is thinking. Our drive-through business is not worth $10 million – not even close. We need to
accept BHI’s offer right now, before BHI realizes it has offered too much. We should vote on it
right now.” Claire and Emily were never very interested in CLI’s business, and they had no idea
what the drive-through business was worth. They did what Rusty suggested, and the three directors
voted unanimously to accept BHI’s offer and to authorize the sale of the drive-through business to
BHI. At the time the directors voted, Rusty knew that $10 million was not a fair price for the drivethrough business. He also owned 40 percent of BHI’s total stock shares, which he did not disclose
to Claire or Emily before the directors voted.
One week after the directors voted, Margo hired an accounting firm on behalf of CLI to
estimate the value of CLI’s drive-through business. She received the report just a few days ago.
The report states that, on the day the directors voted to sell the drive-through business, the business
was worth at least $30 million. Margo resigned from CLI the following day, but before she left,
she wrote a letter to CLI’s shareholders informing them of the board’s actions and the accounting
firm’s report.
Once news of the pending sale broke to the public, the share price of BHI’s stock
skyrocketed, just as Rusty expected it would.
Abigail owns six percent of CLI’s issued shares. She inherited the shares from her
grandfather one year ago. She wants to bring an action to prevent CLI’s sale of the drive-through
business to BHI, and she wants to review the accounting firm’s report. CLI and BHI are planning
to execute the sale in one week.
Please answer the following four subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
1.1

In light of the provision in CLI’s articles of incorporation that no shareholder may
inspect the company’s records unless the shareholder is an employee of CLI, does
Abigail have any right to review the accounting firm’s report; and, if so, what steps
must she take to exercise that right? Explain fully. (5 points)

1.2

What grounds, if any, does Abigail have to challenge the validity of the directors’ vote
to accept BHI’s offer, and what steps, if any, can CLI’s directors take to prevent or
defeat any challenge to that vote? Explain fully. (15 points)
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1.3

What fiduciary duties do Rusty, Claire, and Emily owe as directors of CLI, and
what, if any, duties did they breach by voting to accept BHI’s offer? Explain fully.
(6 points)

1.4

Solely for purposes of this question 1.4, assume the following:
• The sale of CLI’s drive-through business to BHI has already occurred.
• Abigail brought a derivative action for damages against Rusty, Claire, and Emily.
• As a result of the derivative action, the court found that $10 million was not a fair
price for CLI’s drive-through business; that the three directors breached their
fiduciary duties to CLI by voting to accept BHI’s offer; and that CLI sustained
damages from that breach.
a. Are the three directors personally liable to pay damages to CLI? Explain
fully. (7 points)
b. Would CLI be permitted, if it chooses, to indemnify the three directors for
the legal expenses they incurred in connection with the derivative
proceeding? Explain fully. (7 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
PART A (20 POINTS)
Andy, Bob, Carl, Daryl, and Earl are brothers and members in a member-managed
Louisiana limited liability company (“LLC”) that owns several acres of land. The five brothers
each own a one-fifth membership interest in the LLC. Bob maintains the financial records of the
LLC in the safe at his home.
A few months ago, Earl was killed in a car accident. His surviving daughter, Matilda,
inherited Earl’s membership interest in the LLC. One month later, Andy invited Bob, Carl, Daryl,
and Matilda to attend the meeting to discuss the future of the LLC.
At the meeting, Andy called for a vote to approve the sale of LLC’s land. Andy, Bob, and
Matilda voted to approve the sale of the land. Carl and Daryl voted against. The following day,
Andy contacted a real estate broker to have the LLC’s land listed for sale.
During the same meeting, immediately following the vote, Carl told Bob that he would like
to review the company’s financial records during a weekday morning within the next ten business
days. Bob did not respond to the request at the meeting, nor did Bob respond to an email Carl sent
two days after the meeting reiterating his request to review the records.
Please answer the following two subquestions. The subquestions in Question 2A are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
2.1

What, if anything, can Carl and Daryl do to prevent the sale of the LLC’s land;
and, if they can, on what grounds? Explain fully. (15 points)

2.2

What right, if any, does Carl have to review the LLC’s financial records? Explain
fully. (5 points)
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PART B (20 POINTS)
Five years ago, Sara and Eric opened a medical diagnostic imaging center, Accurate
Imaging Center (“AIC”). They operated the business as a partnership and shared equally in the
profits and expenses of the business.
Four months ago, while Sara and Eric were having lunch, Eric suggested that they begin
upgrading some of their imaging equipment, starting with AIC’s MRI machine. Sara knew there
was nothing wrong with the one machine they had, and she believed buying a new one would be
a waste of money, but she did not express her concern to Eric.
The following month, Eric, without informing Sara, purchased a new MRI machine for $3
million. When Sara learned of the purchase, she confronted Eric: “What were you thinking, Eric!
There is nothing wrong with the MRI machine we have! How can you spend $3 million of our
money on a new MRI machine that we don’t need and not even think to speak with me about it
first?”
Eric responded, “MRI service is a huge part of our business, and we need to have the best
MRI machine available to remain competitive. Plus, if I had checked with you before I purchased
it, you just would have said, no.” Sara replied, “I can’t be a partner with you in this business if
that’s how you think! I quit!” To which Eric replied, “Fine! Leave! I can run this $40 million
business perfectly fine without you!” Sara packed up her office and left that day.
One month later, Eric signed an agreement with Parts Inc. to purchase repair parts for one
of AIC’s X-ray machines. The parts cost $20,000, with payment due ten days after delivery.
One week later, the X-ray repair parts were delivered to AIC. That night, AIC’s facility
and all its contents, including the X-ray repair parts, were destroyed in a fire. The $20,000 balance
for the X-ray repairs remains unpaid.
Please answer the following four subquestions. Explain each answer; an answer
without explanation will receive no credit.
2.3

Did Eric have authority to purchase the MRI machine without Sara’s consent?
Explain fully. (5 points)

2.4

Did Sara properly withdraw from the partnership? Explain fully. (5 points)

2.5

Solely for purposes of this question 2.5, assume that Sara properly withdrew from the
partnership. What amount, if any, is Sara entitled to receive for her share in the
partnership? Explain fully. (5 points)

2.6

Solely for purposes of this question 2.6, assume that Sara did not properly withdraw from
the partnership. What amount, if any, can Parts Inc. recover from Sara for the $20,000
balance owed for X-ray repair parts? Explain fully. (5 points)
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following ten multiple-choice questions counts for two points. Select the
letter than corresponds with the correct answer.
3.1

Partnership; formation

3.2

Limited Liability Company; persons authorized to bind

3.3

Corporation; meeting and quorum requirements

3.4

Corporation; election of directors

3.5

Limited Liability Company; allocation of profits

3.6

Corporation; officers

3.7

Partnership; immoveable property

3.8

Partnership; liability of partners to third persons

3.9

Corporation; authority under unanimous governance agreements

3.10

Corporation; provisions for protecting against shareholder dilution

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE I
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1(40 POINTS)
Harold and Wanda had been together for three years when they were married in May 2018
in person before a licensed minister. Years before this marriage, Harold had been married to Abby,
after a wild weekend in Las Vegas. Although it was a drive-through wedding, it was a legally
valid marriage. Harold and Abby separated soon thereafter. After the separation, Harold consulted
a friend who was an attorney. The friend incorrectly told Harold that his marriage to Abby was
not valid. Because Harold believed that this marriage was not valid, he never took any steps to
obtain a divorce. Before he and Wanda married, Harold never told Wanda about Abby.
Three months before the wedding ceremony, Wanda had a brief affair with an exboyfriend, Bill. She never mentioned the affair to Harold.
A month after the wedding ceremony, Wanda inherited a home from her uncle. Harold
and Wanda promptly moved into the home. Six months later, Harold and Wanda decided to
renovate the home. The home was worth $300,000 when Wanda inherited it. Harold personally
did all the renovations, which would have cost $20,000 if performed by someone else. He and
Wanda also used $80,000 of their post-marriage earnings to pay for new fixtures, supplies and
materials. When the renovation was finished, the home was worth $450,000.
In May 2019, Harold received a call from Abby. She was getting married herself, and her
lawyer explained that she had needed a divorce from Harold to get married again. Harold agreed,
and he and Abby obtained a valid divorce. At this time, he told Wanda about his prior marriage.
Rather than have another marriage ceremony, Harold and Wanda decided to just acknowledge
their prior marriage ceremony by signing an authentic act in September 2019.
In September 2020, Wanda resumed her affair with Bill. After Harold came home and
found them having sexual relations, Wanda confessed to the affair and also told Harold that she
had had an affair with Bill just before the wedding. Although extremely upset, Harold did not
immediately leave Wanda. Wanda swore that she would never see Bill again, and she did in fact
cease all communication with Bill. Harold and Wanda continued to live together to try to move
past these discoveries and occasionally engaged in sexual relations with each other.
Harold was the primary wage earner in the family. Distraught over the discovery that
Wanda had an affair with Bill both before and during their marriage, Harold could not focus on
work and his earnings plummeted. To offset this, Harold started embezzling from his employer
and put the funds he took into his family’s bank account and used them to pay the family’s
expenses.
Harold’s employer discovered the theft and fired him in late 2021. At that time, he left the
family home. Harold pled guilty and was convicted of the felony crime of embezzlement in
December 2021. His sentence was five years in prison at hard labor. His employer also filed a
civil suit and obtained a $75,000 judgment against Harold.
Please answer the following five subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no
credit.
1.1

Are Harold and Wanda legally married? Is either of them entitled to the civil effects
of marriage? If so, for how long? Explain fully. (10 points).
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FOR THE REMAINDER OF QUESTION 1, ASSUME HAROLD AND WANDA WERE
LEGALLY MARRIED.
1.2

What are each of Harold and Wanda’s options for divorce? What potential time
delays, benefits and complications are associated with each option? Explain fully.
(10 points)

1.3

How should the family home be classified: as Wanda’s separate property, or as the
couple’s community property? Explain fully. (6 points)

1.4

Assume for purposes of this question 1.4 that the home is Wanda’s separate property.
Is Harold entitled to any reimbursement relating to the home; and if so, in what
amount and for what reason? Explain fully. (8 points).

1.5

How should the employer’s $75,000 civil judgment be classified: as Harold’s separate
obligation, or as the couple’s community obligation? Explain fully. (6 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE I
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
By a valid act of sale 35 years ago, Arthur acquired 40 acres of land in a square shape as
his separate property. Arthur’s property was bounded by a lake to the north, a paved public road
to the south, his neighbor Wayne to the west and his neighbor Edith to the east.
Immediately after Arthur acquired the property, Wayne put up a fence between his and
Arthur’s land along the length of the boundary line. However, in placing the fence on the property,
Wayne inadvertently placed the fence onto Arthur’s property so that ten feet of the westernmost
portion of Arthur’s property was separated from the rest of Arthur’s property by Wayne’s fence.
About twenty years ago, Wayne sold his property to Dennis “together with all rights of
prescription, whether acquisitive or liberative, to which said vendor may be entitled.” Dennis then
continually used the property all of the way to the fence.
Two years after buying the property, Arthur was approached by Pipeline Inc. to build an
irrigation pipeline to run from the lake across Arthur’s property to Pipeline Inc.’s property across
the public road. Through a written Pipeline Agreement, Arthur granted to Pipeline Inc. the right
to install and operate a pipeline for 65 years across Arthur’s property for transportation of water
“for the benefit of Pipeline Inc. for its own convenience,” provided that the pipeline be buried at
least 6 feet below ground and that Pipeline Inc. build a gravel road over the pipeline so that Arthur
could use it to reach the lake from the public road. The Pipeline Agreement contained no other
restrictions as to this right. The Pipeline Agreement was properly recorded in the parish
conveyance records once it was signed. Promptly after the Pipeline Agreement was recorded,
Pipeline Inc. installed the pipeline six feet under the western portion of Arthur’s property alongside
Wayne’s fence and also built a gravel road directly over where it laid the pipeline. Recently,
Pipeline Inc. sold its property across the public road (including any rights it had related to the
irrigation pipeline) to Waterco through a legally valid act of sale.
Arthur built a large house on the lake immediately to the east of this road. The house was
well stocked with expensive bottles of fine wine and many valuable antiques that he had collected
from his travels over the years.
Arthur had a son, Seth, with his first wife, who had died before Arthur bought the property.
About three years ago, Arthur married Louise. To pay for his wedding to Louise, Arthur sold to
Fred five acres of his land on the northeastern-most portion of his property along the lake.
Fred built a fishing camp on his property. While building the camp, Fred would drive over
Arthur’s property on a dirt road that went from Fred’s property all the way to the public access
road. Before Pipeline Inc. built the gravel road, Arthur had used this dirt road, which was the
shortest route to access the public road for Fred. Although Arthur and Fred never discussed letting
Fred use the road and it was not mentioned in the act of sale, Arthur also never objected to Fred’s
doing so.
Last year, Arthur died. His will left all of his property to Seth with a lifetime usufruct in
favor of Louise. During Arthur’s succession, it was discovered that Wayne’s fence did not follow
the property description on Arthur’s title.
Neither Louise nor Seth liked Fred. Shortly after Arthur died, both told Fred that he could
no longer use the dirt road on their property to get to the public road.
Louise was upset about Arthur’s death, and she started drinking the fine wine that he had
collected before they had been married. She also could not stand to look at the antiques in the lake
house because they reminded her of Arthur. Therefore, she started donating some of the
antiques—which still had substantial value—to various friends and acquaintances. Seth was
shocked and angry to just learn that Louise has drunk the wine and donated the antiques. There
are still a few bottles of wine and antiques left that Seth wants to preserve.
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Please answer the following five subquestions. The subquestions in Question 2 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no
credit.
2.1

Does Dennis own the ten-foot strip immediately to the west of the fence Wayne
installed? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.2

What kind of servitude was granted to Pipeline Inc.? What right, if any, does
Waterco have to the servitude? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.3

a.

Does Fred have the right to continue to use the dirt road to access the public
road? Explain fully. (5 points)

b.

If Fred does have the right to continue using the dirt road, must he compensate
Seth and Louise for his use of the dirt road? Explain fully. (5 points)

a.

Was Louise entitled to drink the wine? Explain fully (3 points)

b.

Was she entitled to donate the antiques? Explain fully. (2 points)

2.4

2.5

What rights or remedies, if any, does Seth have against Louise related to the wine and
the antiques, either now or at the end of the usufructuary? Explain fully. (5 points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE I
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following ten multiple-choice questions counts for two points. Select the letter that
corresponds with the correct answer.
3.1

Building restrictions

3.2

Immovables/movables

3.3

Legal impediments/nullity

3.4

Moveables by anticipation

3.5

Termination of a usufruct

3.6

Classification of property; moveable/immoveable

3.7

Absent persons

3.8

Waiver of spousal support

3.9

Emancipation of a minor

3.10

Child custody; burden of proof
[End of Question 3]
END OF CIVIL CODE I TEST
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
Ricky died last month in New Orleans. He was born and raised in Louisiana, but spent
his twenties working as a wine sommelier at a hotel in California. After losing his job at the hotel,
Ricky moved back to Louisiana, where he met and married Cindy.
At the time of Ricky’s death, he had the following assets:
-

A townhouse he bought with Cindy during their marriage as community property (the
“Townhouse”).

-

A 200-bottle wine collection that he acquired during his time in California and thus
was his separate property (the “Wine Collection”).

-

A 1869 Morgan Silver Dollar that Ricky inherited from his father and thus was his
separate property (the “Silver Dollar”).

-

A vineyard that was located on 20 acres in Ouachita Parish and was Ricky’s separate
property (the “Vineyard”).

Ricky died intestate. At the time of his death, Ricky was survived by his wife, Cindy; their
three adult children, Jane, Tim and Adam; his father, Frank; and his sister, Emily.
Please answer the following five subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
1.1

Who succeeds to Ricky’s interest in the Townhouse; and in what proportions?
Explain fully. (8 points)

1.2

Who succeeds to the interest in the Wine Collection; and in what proportions?
Explain fully. (4 points)

For Questions 1.3 and 1.4 ONLY, assume that Jane has a 10-year-old daughter, Ava, who
witnessed Jane poison Ricky’s drink on the night he died. Ava told her uncle Tim about what
she saw.
1.3

What step(s) may Tim reasonably take to attempt to prohibit Jane from benefiting
through inheritance from a death she caused, and what is the time limitation for Tim
to take such step(s)? Explain fully. (14 points)

1.4

For this Question 1.4 ONLY, assume the step(s) taken by Tim are successful. Who is
entitled to inherit the Silver Dollar? Explain fully. (6 points)

1.5

For this Question 1.5 ONLY, assume that Ricky did not marry and had no children.
Who is entitled to inherit Ricky’s interest in the Vineyard? Explain fully. (8 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
PART A (30 POINTS)
Alice, a lifelong Louisiana domiciliary, died instantly in a car wreck. She had a valid last
will and testament. Alice’s husband predeceased her, and his succession proceedings are
concluded. Alice gave birth to three children who survived her, Yvonne, Xavier, and Wes, and
one child, Zeke, who predeceased her after she signed her will. Zeke left two children, Ursula and
Vern, who are both still alive.
The morning before she died, Alice borrowed $100,000 from Wes and signed a promissory
note providing for monthly interest-only payments and a balloon payment of all outstanding
amounts due at Alice’s death. With her untimely death, Alice never made any payments toward
the satisfaction of the debt owed to Wes. Other than this debt to Wes, Alice’s succession has no
estate debts—other than minimum administrative expenses, for which there is ample cash in the
residue of the succession to pay.
The dispositive provisions of Alice’s valid last will and testament provide the following:
1.

I leave my Alphonse Mucha color lithograph entitled Nestlé’s Food for
Infants (the “Lithograph”) to Yvonne; if Yvonne does not survive me, I
leave the Lithograph to the Lithograph Collection at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art.

2.

I leave the immovable property and improvements known as Blackacre
Warehouse (the “Warehouse”) to Xavier. The Warehouse is subject to a
twenty-year, triple net lease generating $5,000 per month in rental income.

3.

I leave to Yvonne, Xavier, and Wes the cash sum of $100,000 each.

4.

I leave the residue of my estate to Big Bank, but in trust and as trustee of
the Alice Testamentary Trust (the “Trust”), hereby established. My friend
Tricia Tremont shall enjoy the income of the Trust for the remainder of her
life. The principal beneficiaries of the Trust shall be Yvonne, Xavier, Wes,
and Zeke, in equal shares. The Trust shall last for two hundred years and
shall be a spendthrift trust. I expressly relieve Big Bank from any and all
liability for its acts or inaction with respect to its service as my trustee.

5.

I appoint Big Bank as independent executor for my succession.

Please answer the following six subquestions. Explain each answer; an answer without
explanation will receive no credit.
2.1

With respect to the Lithograph, is the substitution of the Lithograph Collection at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art a permitted substitution under the Louisiana Civil
Code? Explain fully. (5 points)

2.2

Alice’s succession has been under administration for seven months, and the
independent executor as successor to the lessor has collected $35,000 in rental income
from the Warehouse lessee. There have been no administrative expenses to the
succession associated with the Warehouse. The independent executor informed the
Trust beneficiaries that this $35,000 passes to the residue of the succession and will
be added to the Trust for their benefit. Is the independent executor’s treatment of
the $35,000 correct? Explain fully. (5 points)

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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2.3

The independent executor is preparing to distribute the cash legacies to Yvonne,
Xavier, and Wes and proposed to distribute $200,000 to Wes, which it states
constitutes Wes’ cash legacy and repayment of the debt Alice owed Wes at the time
of her death. Yvonne objects, stating the $100,000 legacy in the will to Wes constitutes
Alice’s repayment to Wes of the debt. Is the independent executor’s proposed
payment of $200,000 to Wes correct? Explain fully. (5 points).

2.4

Wes has two money judgments against him, one in favor of Acme Bank for default on
a loan and one in favor of his former wife for failure to pay child support. Is his
interest in the Trust protected from these creditors? Explain fully. (5 points)

2.5

What is the maximum term of the Trust? Explain fully. (5 points)

2.6

Part of the Trust corpus consisted of a prime commercial real estate parcel. Big Bank
decided to sell the parcel to itself for a new branch location and paid the Trust the
appraised value of the parcel. The Trust did not need the liquidity or further
diversification of assets generated by the sale.
The Trust beneficiaries protested the sale. Big Bank responded with two arguments:
first, that it paid the appraised value, so the beneficiaries have nothing about which
to complain; and second, that, even if the beneficiaries were harmed by the sale,
Alice’s will expressly exempts Big Bank from liability for its actions.
Is Big Bank likely to succeed with either of its arguments? Explain fully (5 points)
PART B (10 POINTS)

For Part B, assume the facts of Part A and add the following: Alice’s father, Tom, was
an unmarried lifelong Texas domiciliary and died in Texas several years before Alice’s death. He
left a valid, typewritten Texas will in which he left all of his property, “wherever situated, real or
personal,” to his only child, Alice. Inasmuch as Tom’s will was a Texas instrument, it did not
contain the attestation clause in accordance with Civil Code Article 1577.
Tom’s family was under the impression that Tom had depleted all his assets to remain in a
nursing home and thus died without assets. Therefore, no succession or probate proceedings were
instituted following his death.
After Alice’s death, a landman for an oil company contacted her independent executor and
informed her that Tom still owned mineral rights in Caddo Parish, Louisiana (the “Mineral
Rights”) and that the oil company would like to lease them from Alice’s succession.
The landman informed the independent executor that because there are no assets other than
the Mineral Rights, they need only record Tom’s last will and testament in the conveyance records
of Caddo Parish to clear title to the Mineral Rights and permit the independent executor to lease
the Mineral Rights to the oil company.
Please answer the following two subquestions. Explain each answer; an answer without
explanation will receive no credit.
2.7

Will recordation of Tom’s original Texas will in the Caddo Parish conveyance records
permit Alice’s independent executor effectively to lease the Mineral Rights? Explain
fully. (5 points)

2.8

In light of the fact that Tom’s will lacks an attestation clause in accordance with Civil
Code Article 1577, is Tom’s will valid under Louisiana law? Explain fully. (5 points)

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds to the correct answer.
3.1

Donations

3.2

Form of testament

3.3

In terrorem clauses

3.4

Collation

3.5

Form of trusts

3.6

Conflict of laws; property in successions

3.7

Trustees

3.8

Effect of child born after execution of testament

3.9

Undue influence

3.10

Intestate succession of immoveable property

[End of Question 3]
END OF CIVIL CODE II TEST
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
Sierra and Howard, who are not related, are the sole members of Bayou, LLC (“Bayou”).
In June of 2014, Bayou borrowed the sum of $50,000 from Leslie. The loan was evidenced by a
written promissory note executed by Howard on behalf of Bayou in the amount of $50,000 dated
June 5, 2014 (“Note A”) payable to the order of Leslie, with interest payable monthly on the first
of each month beginning July 1, 2014, and with a final balloon payment of all outstanding principal
and unpaid interest due on January 5, 2022.
At the time of execution of Note A, Howard executed a written guaranty in favor of Leslie
by which Howard personally guaranteed all present and future indebtedness of Bayou to Leslie.
This guaranty has not been released nor revoked. At the same time, in order to secure Note A,
Howard executed and delivered to Leslie a written mortgage, in which Howard granted a mortgage
“over all of my property in Caddo Parish, Louisiana”, with no further description; the mortgage
provides that $50,000 is the maximum amount of the obligations secured by the mortgage. The
mortgage was not signed by Leslie, nor was it witnessed or notarized. This mortgage (the “2014
Mortgage”) was promptly duly recorded in the mortgage records of Caddo Parish, where Howard
owned several properties.
In July 2014, after this loan was made, Sierra called Leslie and left a voice mail message
on Leslie’s office phone assuring Leslie that Note A would be paid and that Sierra personally
guaranteed payment of Note A.
In June of 2018, Bayou obtained an additional loan from Leslie. The loan was in the
amount of $100,000, was evidenced by a written promissory note in the amount of $100,000 dated
June 3, 2018 (“Note B”) by Bayou, payable on demand to the order of Leslie.
In January 2021, Leslie and Bayou (acting through Sierra) entered into a note modification
agreement, in which Note B was converted from a demand note to a note payable in full on January
1, 2022, at an increased interest rate. Howard was not aware of this modification at the time it was
made.
The execution of both Note A and Note B, the borrowing of funds thereunder, and the
execution of the note modification agreement were all duly and properly authorized by the
members of Bayou.
In January of 2022, Leslie demanded payment in full of Notes A and B from Bayou and
Howard.
On February 1, 2022, Howard sold all of his Caddo Parish properties to a third-party
purchaser for cash in a properly recorded written act of sale signed by Howard. The 2014
Mortgage was not mentioned in the act of sale.
As of today, no payments have been made on Note A or Note B.
Please answer the following six subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no
credit.
1.1

Is the 2014 Mortgage invalid because it was not signed by Leslie and lacked witnesses
and notarization? Explain fully. (5 points)

1.2

Is the 2014 Mortgage effective against the third-party purchaser who purchased
Howard’s Caddo Parish properties in 2022? Explain fully. (5 points)

1.3

Did Sierra’s voice mail message left for Leslie in July of 2014 create an effective
suretyship of Note A? Explain fully. (5 points)
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1.4

Has any portion of the principal or interest due under Note A prescribed? Explain
fully. (10 points)

1.5

List and fully explain the three forms of suretyship. (5 points)

1.6

Has Leslie’s right to recovery from Howard of the balance due under Note B been
impaired by any subsequent actions of Leslie? Explain fully. (10 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
Earlier this year, Pete made up his mind to sell his existing home so that he could buy Lot
18 in the Meadows Subdivision in Lafayette Parish, Louisiana where he could then build his dream
home. About three months ago, Pete found a house to rent from Jack for the interim period after
he sold his original home and while he was building his new home. Pete telephoned Jack to ask if
he could lease Jack’s house beginning two months after their call. Jack stated that he would require
a written 12-month lease with a rent of $1500 per month. During the call, Pete agreed with the
rent but told Jack that he needed to rent the house for just nine months and that they could decide
on the term of the lease when it got closer to the time for Pete to move in; thus, Pete asked Jack to
leave the term blank in the lease for future negotiation. A few weeks afterward, Pete sold his
original home and bought Lot 18 in the Meadows Subdivision. The same day, Pete borrowed
$100,000 from Thrifty Credit to pay for the lot and finance the construction and granted it a
mortgage on the new lot. Although this mortgage was properly executed by Pete and contained a
proper description of the mortgaged property and was duly recorded in the mortgage records of
Lafayette Parish the same day it was signed, the mortgage did not contain a description of any
specific indebtedness or any specific promissory note, but instead described the secured
obligations simply as “any and all present and future obligations and indebtedness that I may now
or hereafter owe to Thrifty Credit, up to the maximum sum of $50,000,000 at any one time
outstanding.” Thrifty Credit had Pete sign a promissory note that was not paraphed for
identification with the mortgage and made no mention of the mortgage. Thrifty Credit did not
check the mortgage records of Lafayette Parish before recording its mortgage and thus did not
discover that a judgment had been rendered in favor of Cash Now against Pete on September 12,
2012 and recorded in the mortgage records of Lafayette Parish on September 13, 2012. No
payments have been made on the judgment, and Cash Now has done nothing more concerning the
judgment.
The day after the closing, Pete received from Jack a written lease providing for rent of
$1500 per month and a term of 12 months. Pete is upset about the term as Pete and Jack had no
further discussion to agree on the term of the lease. Pete refused to sign the lease. Pete's refusal
to do so has upset Jack, who turned down other offers to lease his house and needs the rent.
Jack then decided to run an advertisement to sell his motorcycle to make some quick cash
as he had no rent from Pete. Ten days ago, Jack received an email from Rhonda indicating her
interest in purchasing the motorcycle. That same day, Jack sent Rhonda a reply email containing
Jack's offer to sell the motorcycle to Rhonda for $5,000, with the specific terms of the sale
contained in the contract of sale attached to the email. Jack needed cash right away, so his offer
stated that it would remain open and could be accepted within five days and that the offer could
be accepted by returning the signed contract of sale to Jack by either email or regular mail. The
next morning, Jack met with his friend Tim. Upon learning that Jack was willing to sell his
motorcycle, Tim said he would pay Jack $6,000 cash for the motorcycle. Jack immediately sent
Rhonda a letter rescinding his offer to her, and Jack agreed to the sale of the motorcycle to Tim
for the price of $6,000. That afternoon, Tim then went to the bank to withdraw the cash he needed
to pay Jack, but he has not yet paid Jack for the motorcycle or taken possession of it. The following
day, Rhonda received Jack’s rescission letter. But Rhonda really wanted to purchase the
motorcycle, so later that same day, she sent Jack an email accepting Jack’s offer to sell and attached
to her email a signed copy of the contract in the form submitted by Jack, without any modifications.
Jack replied to Rhonda’s email that she was too late, as he has already revoked his offer to her.
Please answer the following six subquestions. The subquestions in Question 2 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no
credit.
2.1

Has a valid and binding lease been entered into between Pete and Jack? Explain fully.
(10 points)

2.2

Is Thrifty Credits’ mortgage valid, and does it secure the $100,000 promissory note
that Pete executed in favor of Thrifty Credit? Explain fully. (5 points)
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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2.3

What steps must Cash Now take to continue to have an enforceable judgment, what
steps must Cash Now take to continue to have an enforceable judicial mortgage on
Lot 18 in the Meadows Subdivision, and when must those steps be taken? Explain
fully. (10 points)

2.4

Is Jack correct in his claim that he timely revoked his offer to Rhonda? Explain fully.
(5 points)

2.5

Assuming Jack’s offer to Rhonda was not timely revoked, did Rhonda successfully
accept Jack’s offer and if so when was there acceptance? Explain fully. (5 points)

2.6

Has a perfected sale of the motorcycle from Jack to Tim occurred? Explain fully. (5
points)
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds to the correct answer.
3.1

Registry and mortgage reinscription

3.2

Cause of obligations; rescission of error

3.3

Liberative prescription on open account

3.4

Discrepancies in act of sale; mutual error; sale by boundaries

3.5

Lessor’s privilege

3.6

Effect of expropriation on rights and obligations under a lease

3.7

Revocatory actions

3.8

Conflicts of law

3.9

Lesion

3.10

Eviction; modification or exclusion of warranty

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
The 2nd District Fire Station driveway faces Main Street. On July 3rd of last year, a water
main broke in the middle of Main Street in front of the fire station driveway. The road, the water
system and the fire station are all owned and maintained by the Parish government. The Parish
ordered an emergency repair of the water main break, which was expected to take at least 48 hours.
To accomplish the repair, the road and part of the sidewalk in front of the fire station had to be
torn apart. Once the water main was repaired, it was estimated that it would take another 3 weeks
at least to repair the road.
July 4th is always a busy day for fire departments due to fireworks displays and cookouts
that increase the risk of fires. With July 4th the next day, the fire department needed immediate
access to get its fire truck in and out of the station during the road repair. The neighboring property
to the left of the fire station was a thickly wooded vacant lot that sloped steeply down to a stream.
The neighboring property to the right was a parking lot for Living Waters church. The fire chief
and parish president agreed that the best solution would be to temporarily block off the church
parking lot to make an exit for the fire truck that avoided the construction. Emergency barricades
were set up in the church parking lot to create the exit lane and ensure that pedestrians could safely
access the church building as they approached from the surrounding street parking.
Even though the Parish worked as quickly as possible, the repairs took longer than planned.
There were several unanticipated delays in the road repair for rain, a hurricane that came close to
the area (requiring evacuation but ultimately doing little damage), and supply chain issues. The
road was not fully repaired, and use of the church parking lot was not restored to Living Waters,
until November 3rd.
Living Waters church lost attendance while its parking lot was being used by the fire
department, and donations dropped by 30% in those four months compared to previous years. It
also had to significantly scale back the annual fundraiser Summer Celebration it holds at the end
of its vacation bible school in the first week of August. The Summer Celebration usually featured
a talent show and live music on an outdoor stage, but without the parking lot space available, the
party was held entirely indoors and was much smaller, making only 25% of its typical revenue.
Living Waters asked the Parish to compensate it for the use of the parking lot during the repair,
but the Parish refused. The Parish President believed that it was everyone’s civic duty to help out
in an emergency. A friend of the Parish President who attended another church also said that he
would be concerned about the Parish giving money to Living Waters, as that might be seen as the
Parish endorsing one church over another.
Please answer the following three subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
In answering these questions, do not address any prescription/limitations defenses.
1.1

What arguments can Living Waters reasonably raise, if any, for compensation under
the takings clause of the U.S. Constitution, and is it likely to succeed? Explain fully.
(20 points)

1.2

Would providing compensation to Living Waters violate the Establishment Clause of
the U.S. Constitution? Explain fully. (10 points)

1.3

Is Living Waters likely to be successful in challenging the Parish’s actions under the
First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution as an invalid restriction on the exercise of
religion? Explain fully. (10 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
To raise awareness of environmental concerns and land loss issues due to coastal erosion,
the State of Louisiana established the Earth Awareness Center (“EAC”) in Baton Rouge, Louisiana
last fall. The EAC provided information and education on land loss issues in Louisiana and
resources on how citizens could spread the EAC’s message in their home communities. On its
expansive lawn facing a busy street, the EAC also provided a “First Amendment Zone” dedicated
to encouraging and supporting peaceful environmentally-friendly demonstrations and free
expression. At least three times a week, environmentalist groups were invited to stage
demonstrations on the EAC lawn.
Not everyone was happy with the establishment of the EAC. The EAC brought more
congestion, pollution, and noise to the neighborhood, disrupting the previously tranquil area.
Property owners in the surrounding neighborhood organized a counter-protest staged on the EAC
lawn in the First Amendment Zone, calling themselves the “Neighbors Reducing Noise” or NRN.
The Executive Director of the EAC called the police and had the NRN protestors removed from
the property. The Executive Director then sent the NRN’s leader, Nancy Rodgers, a letter stating
that the EAC’s lawn could be used only for demonstrations consistent with the EAC’s mission,
and no NRN protests would be permitted.
The Louisiana Owl Alliance knew its purpose to support owl habitat was consistent with
the EAC’s mission to prevent further land loss in Louisiana, so it decided to use the EAC lawn for
its “Hoot the Night” demonstration. Supporters gathered on the EAC lawn at 10:00 p.m. to make
hooting sounds as loudly as they could until midnight. The Executive Director of the EAC
received so many complaints about the noise overnight, that the next morning she decided that no
further demonstrations would be permitted before 8:00 a.m. or after sunset, consistent with the
local noise ordinance. The Executive Director sent the Owl Alliance’s president, Otto Snow, a
letter stating the new time restriction policy. The Owl Alliance members were upset because their
“Hoot the Night” demonstration wouldn’t be nearly as impactful during the day.
When the Stargazers Society learned that the EAC lawn would not be used for
demonstrations at night, they began holding weekly meetings on the lawn to gather and look at the
stars from 8 p.m. until midnight on Friday nights. The Stargazers society typically only had 8-10
attendees, and their meetings were relatively quiet. Still, Otto Snow thought it wasn’t fair that the
Stargazers Society could use the EAC lawn at night but that his group could not.
Both the NRN and the Owl Alliance would like to file suit to challenge the restrictions
imposed by the EAC’s executive director on use of the First Amendment Zone.
Please answer the following four subquestions. Explain each answer; an answer
without explanation will receive no credit.
2.1

What arguments might the NRN reasonably raise under the First Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution against the EAC’s prohibition on its protest, and are they likely to
be successful? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.2

What arguments might the Owl Alliance reasonably raise under the First
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution against the EAC’s time restriction policy, and
are they likely to be successful? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.3

What arguments might the Owl Alliance reasonably raise under the Equal Protection
clause of the U.S. Constitution against the EAC’s time restriction policy, and are they
likely to be successful? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.4

Do the NRN and the Owl Alliance have standing to seek an injunction against the
EAC’s restrictions based on the First Amendment and Equal Protection claims
discussed in Questions 2.1-2.3? Explain fully. (10 points)
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds to the correct answer.
3.1

State action

3.2

Eleventh Amendment

3.3

First Amendment; campaign contributions

3.4

Commerce clause

3.5

Free speech in schools

3.6

Due process of law

3.7

Contracts clause; legislative authority

3.8

Privileges and immunities

3.9

Standing; equal protection

3.10

Establishment of religion; public displays

[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
Hope married Joey just after high school, and they have an 8-year-old child together,
Shayna. Unbeknownst to Hope, Joey has been living a double life. Joey wasn’t the 18-wheeler
driver that Hope thought he was; instead, he was the most prolific methamphetamine (meth)
manufacturer in Louisiana. One day, Hope complained to Joey that she was bored, and Joey
responded “It’s about time. You’re coming to work with me tomorrow.”
Hope and Joey woke up the next morning at 6 a.m. and got Shayna dressed for school.
While Hope was dressing Shayna, Joey went outside and placed 30 grams of blue meth in the trunk
of his car to sell later. While Joey was outside alone, he took a couple hits from his meth pipe
before going back into the house. Hope and Shayna were taking too long to get ready to leave, and
the meth made Joey very anxious. Joey slapped Hope in the mouth and told her to hurry it up or
she wasn’t going to work with him. Hope hurried Shayna, and they all got into Joey’s car.
Joey took another hit from his meth pipe (which he described to Hope as a tobacco pipe),
drove to Shayna’s school, and dropped her off. Then, Joey said they needed to make a stop at a
pharmacy. Once they arrived, Joey told Hope to go inside the pharmacy and steal as many boxes
of Sudafed as she could. Sudafed is used in the manufacture of methamphetamine. He told her to
conceal the drugs in her purse. Hope obliged her husband, and returned to the vehicle with 30
boxes of Sudafed in her purse.
To celebrate this score, Joey and Hope drove to a local bar, where he proceeded to consume
half a bottle of tequila. Intoxicated, Joey then instigated a physical altercation with Tony, another
patron at the bar, because Joey overheard Tony saying that “this new blue meth sucks.” Joey
approached Tony, spit on him, and told Tony to get out. When Tony refused, Joey punched Tony
in the face and knocked out Tony’s top two middle teeth, which permanently disfigured his
appearance. Joey and Hope rushed out of the bar because Joey did not want to get caught at the
scene with his precious cargo (blue meth) in his trunk. Joey left the parking lot and drove down
Main Street going one hundred miles per hour in a forty-five mile per hour zone.
Trooper Andrews clocked Joey’s speed and instantly began pursuit, signaling for Joey to
stop his vehicle. Joey refused to stop. At this time, Hope told Joey that she wanted out of the
vehicle, but Joey refused. Hope then begged Joey to let her out of the vehicle. Joey removed a
firearm from underneath his seat, pointed it at Hope angrily, and told her “You are not leaving this
vehicle.” Joey continued to speed away from the police, weaving in and out of oncoming traffic.
The police eventually setup a barricade to stop Joey. Unwilling to surrender, Joey crashed into the
barricade resulting in one police officer being killed, and a police car being totaled from the crash.
Joey and Hope were both taken into custody.
Please answer the following question.
explanation will receive no credit.
1.1

Explain your answer; an answer without

What crimes did Joey commit under Louisiana law; what crimes did Hope commit
under Louisiana law, and what are the elements of each crime? Explain fully. First,
address the crimes committed by Joey, and then address the crimes committed by
Hope. (40 points)
[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
Question 2 involves separate questions and is NOT based on the facts in Question 1.
Billy and Sam, cousins, left Houston and were traveling though Louisiana en route to a
family reunion. They were in a rental vehicle, and Billy was driving. Both of their licenses were
in good standing, and the rental vehicle was properly rented and registered to Billy. Before they
left, Billy’s grandmother, who was sick, gave Billy a package to bring to his aunt at the family
reunion. The package looked like an ordinary gift with pink gift wrapping and a white bow on it.
Inside of the package, however, and unbeknownst to Billy or Sam, was 10 pounds of vacuum
sealed marijuana. Because it was vacuum sealed, it gave off very little scent. While driving
through Louisiana, a State Trooper observed Billy speeding and making lane changes without
using his signal and pulled Billy’s vehicle to the side of the road. The Trooper was working drug
interdiction, not traffic, and he pulled Billy and Sam over only as an excuse to look for drugs.
After they were stopped, the Trooper ordered Billy out of the vehicle and told him he pulled
him over for speeding and improper lane usage. He asked where Billy and Sam were coming from
and going. Billy told the Trooper that he and Sam were going to a family reunion and were coming
from Houston. The Trooper then approached Sam and asked him to step out of the vehicle. Sam
calmly exited the vehicle and proceeded to the back of the car with Billy. After obtaining Billy
and Sam’s licenses, the Trooper returned to his unit where he checked the licenses for any
outstanding warrants. None were found.
The Trooper then returned to where Billy and Sam were standing and informed Billy that
he was just going to write Billy a warning ticket. As he began to write the warning ticket, he then
asked Billy and Sam whether they knew of anything illegal in the car. They both replied “No.”
The Trooper then asked them if everything in the car belonged to them. They both replied “Yes.”
The Trooper then asked Billy if he would consent to a search of the vehicle. Billy hesitated and
said he didn’t see why the vehicle needed to be searched. The Trooper then went to his vehicle
and got a search and consent form. While in his car, he also radioed for a drug dog to come to the
scene. When Billy refused to sign the form, the officer said that was fine and said that a drug dog
was on the way and that it would just be a minute. About 10 minutes later, before the drug dog
had gotten to the scene, the Trooper then decided to pat down Billy and Sam for weapons and
found a small bag of cocaine in Sam’s pocket.
After the Trooper found the cocaine, he asked Sam several questions, and Sam admitted
that the cocaine was for personal use. Sam also indicated that Billy knew about the cocaine in his
pocket because Billy had sold it to him. Sam and Billy were then handcuffed and placed into the
back of the Trooper’s patrol car.
The drug dog eventually arrived and after rounding the rental car, gave its handler the
signal that narcotics were in the trunk. Troopers then searched the trunk and found the gift package
with the marijuana inside. Billy and Sam were then booked on charges of possession of marijuana
and cocaine.
Please answer the following four subquestions. Explain each answer; an answer
without explanation will receive no credit.
2.1

On what state and/or federal constitutional basis, if any, may Billy and Sam challenge
the Trooper’s stop of the vehicle and any evidence derived as a result of the initial
stop? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.2

On what state and/or federal constitutional basis, if any, may Sam challenge the
search and seizure of the cocaine found on his person? Explain fully. (10 points)
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2.3

On what state and/or federal constitutional basis, if any, may Sam challenge the
admissibility of his statement to the Trooper at the scene regarding the cocaine?
Explain fully. (10 points)

2.4

On what state and/or federal constitutional basis, if any, may Billy and Sam challenge
the search of the vehicle? Explain fully. (10 points)
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following ten multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds with the correct answer.
Question 3 involves separate questions and is NOT based on the facts in Questions 1 and 2.
3.1

Bill of particulars

3.2

Evidence of other crimes

3.3

Time limits for instituting criminal proceedings

3.4

Preliminary examinations

3.5

Review of pretrial order

3.6

Procedures relating to objectionable evidence

3.7

Hearsay; exceptions

3.8

Post-conviction relief

3.9

Scope of cross-examination of witness

3.10

Institution of criminal proceedings
[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
PART A (35 POINTS)
Dan, a citizen of Arkansas (AR), owns Star Petroleum, Inc. (“Star”), a corporation
organized in Delaware (DE), which is an oil field service company with its principal place of
business in Shreveport, Louisiana (LA).
Gulf Coast Oil & Gas Service, LLC (“Gulf Coast”) is a limited liability company that is
organized under LA law and operates in LA and Texas (TX). Gulf Coast has two members, each
owning 50% of Gulf Coast: MakeABuck, Inc. (“MakeABuck”) and Opulent Investments, LP
(“Opulent”).
Mark, who lives in New Orleans, LA, owns 100% of the stock in MakeABuck and is its
president. MakeABuck is validly organized under Mississippi (MS) law and has its main office
in Gulfport, MS where MakeABuck’s other two officers handle the daily affairs of the business.
Mark calls in daily and visits the Gulfport office twice a month to go over reports.
Opulent is a limited partnership validly organized under LA law. Its sole general partner
is Woodlands Money, LLC (“Woodlands”), a LA limited liability company. Randy, who lives in
TX, is Woodlands’ sole member. The sole limited partner in Opulent is Billy, Mark’s younger
brother. Billy lived in New Orleans all his life until he went to live in Waco, TX three years ago
to attend Baylor University. Billy’s plan after graduation is to stay in Waco to get his MBA.
Star and Gulf Coast entered into an agreement last September. The agreement provided
for Gulf Coast to transport material from Caddo Parish to a well Star was drilling for Dan in DeSoto
Parish. One night, a driver for Gulf Coast damaged a water transfer pipe owned by Dan when he
backed his truck into it and caused $50,000 worth of property damage; this damage in turn led to
Dan’s having to shut down his well while this pipe was repaired, resulting in Dan’s losing $30,000
in profits from this well. Gulf Coast then stopped communicating with Star and failed to fulfil its
remaining obligations under its agreement with Star.
Dan and Star filed a complaint against Gulf Coast in federal court in Shreveport, Louisiana
(Western District). The complaint alleges a tort claim for $50,000 in property damage to Dan’s
water system, $30,000 for lost profits from Dan’s well and $100,000 in damages for Gulf Coast’s
breach of its contract with Star and all other damages Dan or Star may be entitled to.
Please answer the following three subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no
credit.
1.1

Does the federal court have subject matter jurisdiction over the complaint? Explain
fully. (30 points)

1.2

For purposes of this Question 1.2 only, assume that more than a year after the suit is
filed and after an answer has been filed and much discovery has been conducted,
MakeABuck moves its main office and officers to Louisiana and that Gulf Coast
promptly then filed a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction arguing
that Star and Gulf Coast are now non-diverse parties. Should the court grant Gulf
Coast’s motion to dismiss? Explain fully. (5 points)
PART B (5 Points)

1.3

Can the federal court in Louisiana exercise personal jurisdiction over Gulf Coast?
Compare and contrast the two forms of personal jurisdiction, and generally discuss
the factors that courts look to in determining whether such jurisdiction exists. (5
points)
[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
Larry is a citizen of Rayville, Louisiana and owns and operates a crop-dusting company.
To supplement his income, Larry has his planes pull advertising banners during the course of their
crop dusting. He mainly services farms in northeast Louisiana, including Richland Parish.
One day while crop dusting and pulling an advertising banner, the cable to the banner came
unhooked from the plane and ended up falling on a car traveling on a nearby highway causing the
car to cross the median and overturn. Driving the car was Cami, a California citizen and resident.
Cami sustained personal injuries and damages to her car in excess of $100,000.
Cami timely filed suit against Larry in a Rayville, Louisiana state court on April 22, 2021.
Her petition, consistent with Louisiana law, did not demand a particular amount of damages, and
the petition offered no greater description of Cami’s personal injuries other than to state that she
had “suffered physical injuries and property damage as a result of the wreck.”
Cami delayed service on Larry for two months, as permitted by Louisiana law. After being
served, Larry attempted to conduct discovery to learn the details about Cami’s injuries, but Cami
requested several extensions of time and said in answers to interrogatories only that she had
suffered back injuries for which she continued to receive treatment along with damages to her car.
Cami eventually produced her medical records to Larry on May 23, 2022, 13 months after suit was
filed. The records showed that Cami suffered two ruptured discs and that her treating physician
told her soon after the accident that she would need expensive surgery and lengthy rehabilitation.
The production of the medical records was accompanied by Cami’s settlement demand for
$400,000. Twenty-seven days after receiving the medical records and receiving this first
indication of the amount in controversy, Larry seeks to remove the case to federal court.
Please answer the following seven subquestions. The subquestions in Question 2 are
not weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no
credit.
2.1

What steps must Larry take to remove this case to federal court? Explain fully.
(5 points)

2.2

To which federal court may the case be removed? Explain fully. (2 points)

2.3

What objections, if any, might Cami reasonably raise to the removal? Explain fully.
(7 points)

2.4

(a)

What must Cami file to seek a return of the case to state court, and is she likely
to succeed? Explain fully. (2 points)

(b)

What time limits, if any, does she face? Explain fully. (2 points)
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Assume for Questions 2.5 through 2.7 below that the case was removed and remains in federal
court.
2.5

A Louisiana statute provides that a party in possession of audio or video recordings
of another party, such as made by an investigator, must provide them to the recorded
party before that party sits for a deposition.
A second Louisiana statute provides that a plaintiff may not recover more than the
“Blue Book” value of a destroyed car, even if the plaintiff can prove that her car was
more valuable. The federal law does not include any such discovery requirements or
damage limitations.
Cami believes that Larry has video surveillance of her and that modifications to her
car made it much more valuable than the Blue Book listing.

2.6

(a)

Should the federal court in Cami’s case apply the Louisiana statute regarding
video recordings? Explain fully. (4 points)

(b)

Should the federal court in Cami’s case apply the Louisiana statute regarding
Blue Book values? Explain fully. (4 points)

Solely for this Question 2.6, also assume the following additional facts. Larry filed a
motion for summary judgment and argued that all claims against him should be
dismissed because it was not his plane that was defective, but rather it was the brace
that connects the banner to the plane. The brace and banner come as one component
from the marketing firm that Larry contracts with, RM Marketing LLC. Larry’s
motion was supported by affidavits from two expert witnesses retained by Larry.
Each testified that an inspection of Larry’s plane revealed no defects but that the
bracket had a weak spot and broke causing the banner to fall. Cami’s expert testified
that he could find no issue with the bracket’s construction and that, in his opinion, it
was Larry’s maneuvers while flying that caused too much stress on the bracket
leading to its failure.
How should the court rule on Larry’s motion for summary judgment? Explain fully.
(8 points)

2.7

Solely for this Question 2.7, also assume the following additional facts. The case
proceeded to trial before a jury. At the close of the evidence, Larry was convinced
that Cami failed to prove her claims.
(a)

What steps should Larry take to seek judgment in his favor before the case is
submitted to the jury? Explain fully. (3 points)

(b)

What standard should the court apply in addressing Larry’s efforts for a
judgment in his favor before the case is submitted to the jury? Explain fully.
(3 points)
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds to the correct answer.
3.1

Supplemental jurisdiction; subject matter jurisdiction

3.2

Interpleader

3.3

Timing of appeals; interlocutory dismissals

3.4

Removal; joining of defendants

3.5

Joinder of claims

3.6

Service of process; waiver of service; time for answering

3.7

Discovery; work product privilege

3.8

Venue

3.9

Res judicata

3.10

Pre-trial procedure

[End of Question 3]
END OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE TEST
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
Dennis, who lives in Jefferson Parish, is employed by Pedal Around, Inc. (“Pedal
Around”) as the driver of a pedicab (a bicycle-powered taxi). Pedal Around is a Louisiana
corporation that has its registered office in St. Tammany Parish.
Dennis’s favorite part about being a pedicab driver is telling his passengers stories about
the old buildings in the French Quarter neighborhood of Orleans Parish, where he works. However,
this habit often causes Dennis to be inattentive to the streets, vehicles, and people around him.
On May 7, 2021, Patty attended a business luncheon at a French Quarter restaurant.
After the luncheon, as she walked back to her car, Patty stopped to watch a brass band
perform on a street corner and began dancing with others to the music in the middle of the street.
As a song ended, Patty looked up and saw Dennis’s pedicab swerve from behind a delivery truck
and head straight toward her. Patty jumped out of the street and onto the sidewalk to avoid being
hit by Dennis’s pedicab, but fell and broke her ankle in doing so. Whitney was standing on a corner
nearby and witnessed the accident. Whitney summoned a police officer, who took statements from
Patty, Whitney, Dennis, and other witnesses.
Patty met with an attorney to discuss her potential legal recourse. Thereafter, Patty filed a
lawsuit against Dennis and Pedal Around in the district court in Jefferson Parish on Monday, May
9, 2022.
Please answer the following ten subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
1.1

4 pts Is Jefferson Parish a proper venue for Patty’s lawsuit against Pedal Around?
Explain fully.

1.2

3 pts Assume that the prescriptive period for bringing an action for personal
injuries is one year. Was Patty’s lawsuit filed on Monday, May 9, 2022 timely?
Explain fully.

For Questions 1.3-1.10 below, assume that Patty’s lawsuit was timely filed in a proper venue.
1.3

2 pts Patty’s petition for damages, along with a citation and a set of interrogatories,
was served on Pedal Around’s registered agent on June 15, 2022. What is Pedal
Around’s deadline to respond to the interrogatories? Explain.

1.4

4 pts Pedal Around timely filed and served its answer to Patty's petition. Two weeks
later, after realizing that the citation served on Pedal Around erroneously
referenced another unrelated lawsuit, Pedal Around filed an exception of
insufficiency of citation. Patty opposed Pedal Around’s exception, arguing that
the exception of insufficiency of citation had been waived. Should Pedal
Around’s exception be successful? Explain fully.

1.5

4 pts Two weeks after Pedal Around served its answer, Patty obtained a copy of the
police report and Whitney’s statement to the police regarding the incident
during discovery. Patty’s attorney has spoken with Whitney about taking her
deposition. Whitney indicated that she would be willing to appear voluntarily
for her deposition without need of a subpoena. What steps must Patty now
follow to take Whitney’s deposition? Explain fully.
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1.6

4 pts Patty coordinated with Whitney the time and place for her deposition and gave
her a copy of the final notice of deposition but did not serve a subpoena on her.
Pedal Around, Dennis, Patty and their attorneys attended the deposition in
person, but Whitney did not appear. Afterward, Dennis called Whitney to ask
why she did not appear. Whitney said she did not appear because she really
does not want to get involved and she did not think she was required to appear.
Dennis is upset because he had to take off work and pay for his attorney to
appear for Whitney’s deposition. Is there anything Dennis can do to recover
these expenses? Explain fully.

1.7

6 pts Whitney’s deposition was rescheduled for a later date and this time she
appeared. During the deposition, Whitney testified that she saw Dennis lose
control of his pedicab when Dennis had to maneuver around a delivery truck
that ran a stop sign at a nearby intersection. Pedal Around wants to argue at
trial that the delivery truck driver was at fault for causing Dennis to swerve
his pedicab. Pedal Around has not previously raised in any pleading that the
delivery truck driver or any other third party was at fault for Patty’s alleged
injuries. What steps must Pedal Around take to argue the fault of the delivery
truck driver at trial? Explain fully.

1.8

6 pts After adequate discovery, the court fixed a trial date. Dennis and Pedal
Around decide to file a motion for summary judgment on the ground that
Dennis’s conduct was not a cause-in-fact of Patty’s damages.
a. 2 pts What showing must Dennis and Pedal Around make to prevail on
their motion? Explain fully.
b. 3 pts What type of evidence may Dennis and Pedal Around submit to
support their motion? Explain fully.
c. 1 pt

1.9

1.10

When is the latest date that Dennis and Pedal Around may file and
serve their motion for summary judgment?

3 pts The judge denied Dennis and Pedal Around’s motion for summary judgment,
and the case proceeded to trial before a jury. At trial, Patty completed the
presentation of her case. Dennis and Pedal Around do not believe that Patty
has shown a right to relief against them and want to have her claim dismissed
without them offering any evidence.
a. 1 pt

What should Dennis and Pedal Around do to have Patty’s claims
dismissed before they present their defense?

b. 2 pt

If Dennis and Pedal Around are unsuccessful in their efforts to have
Patty’s claims dismissed, what effect does that have on their being
allowed to offer evidence in support of their defense to Patty’s
personal injury claims? Explain.

4 pts Dennis and Pedal Around then proceeded to present their defense, taking the
necessary steps to put on evidence and argue that Patty’s damages were
caused, at least in part, by the unidentified delivery truck driver. What steps,
if any, can Dennis and Pedal Around take to have the jury allocate any amount
of fault to the delivery truck driver? Explain fully.

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
Boat Pros, LLC (“Boat Pros”) is a boat manufacturer and distributor with boat showrooms
located in Calcasieu and Lafayette Parishes. It is a validly formed foreign limited liability company
registered to do business in Louisiana. Its principal business establishment in Louisiana is located
in East Baton Rouge Parish. Boat Pros’ company secretary, Regina, is designated as its registered
agent.
Paul, who resides in Vermilion Parish, is a commercial fisherman. Paul went to both Boat
Pros showrooms in search of a new boat. Paul ultimately decided on the Fisherman 5000, which
is a boat he saw at the showroom in Lafayette Parish.
The next week, Paul returned to the Boat Pros Calcasieu Parish showroom, where he and
Boat Pros signed a boat purchase agreement. The Boat Pros Calcasieu Parish sales agent placed
the order for Paul’s new boat. Paul picked up his new boat several months afterward in Calcasieu
Parish.
Just over a month later, Paul was fishing in the waterways of Terrebonne Parish when the
engine of his new boat caught fire. It was then that Paul realized that Boat Pros gave him the wrong
boat model. Although Paul had ordered a Fisherman 5000, Boat Pros gave him a Fisherman 2500,
which is not recommended for commercial usage.
Paul has filed a lawsuit against Boat Pros in Calcasieu Parish for breach of contract.
Please answer the following eight subquestions. The subquestions in Question 2 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
2.1

3 pts Would venue have been proper if Paul had filed his lawsuit against Boat Pros
in Lafayette Parish? Explain fully.

2.2

4 pts What steps must Paul take to have Boat Pros properly served with the lawsuit?
Explain fully.

2.3

4 pts Paul did not ask for a trial by jury in his Petition for Damages. What steps
must Boat Pros take to obtain a trial by jury? Explain fully.

2.4

6 pts Paul wants to take the deposition of Boat Pros. What must Paul include in his
notice of the deposition of Boat Pros, and what must Boat Pros do in response
to the notice? Explain fully.

2.5

10 pts Boat Pros believes the boat engine fire was caused by Paul’s incorrect
operation of the engine. Boat Pros would like for its engine expert to inspect
the engine and to make its own determination regarding the cause of the fire.
a. 4 pts What step(s) must Boat Pros take to permit its expert’s inspection
of Paul’s boat and the engine? Explain fully.
b. 3 pts What must Paul do to prevent an inspection of his boat and engine
and when must it be done? Explain fully.
c. 3 pts Paul continues to refuse to permit inspection of the boat and engine
by Boat Pros after it took all appropriate steps to obtain access.
What, if anything, can Boat Pros now file with the court to obtain
relief allowing it to enter Paul’s property and inspect Paul’s boat
and engine? Explain fully.
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2.6

4 pts Assume that expert witness reports have been exchanged and that the
discovery depositions of all experts have been taken. Paul believes that Boat
Pros’ expert is completely unqualified to give expert testimony in the suit and
that his methodology is “junk science.” What motion should Paul file to test
the qualifications and opinions of Boat Pros’ expert and when should it be
filed? Explain fully.

2.7

5 pts Assume that the case proceeds to trial before a jury of twelve persons.
a. 3 pts During the course of the trial, what obligations do the attorneys
have as officers of the court? Explain.
b. 2 pts How many jurors must concur to render a verdict?

2.8

4 pts The jury returned a verdict in favor of Paul. What steps should Boat Pros take
to seek to have the jury verdict in favor of Paul set aside, and when must it
take those steps? Explain fully.

[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds to the correct answer.
3.1

Discovery

3.2

City court jurisdiction

3.3

Finality of judgments – Supreme Court

3.4

Depositions by telephone/remote electronic means

3.5

Jury trial; challenge for cause

3.6

Abandonment

3.7

Delays for new trial

3.8

Finality of judgments – Court of Appeal

3.9

Exceptions; time of filing

3.10

Supplemental and amended petitions
[End of Question 3]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
JULY 2022
QUESTION 1 (40 POINTS)
Logan loaded his dog into his car and drove to a nearby river levee. Once Logan got to the
levee, he realized he forgot his dog’s leash. However, he thought his dog would be okay since the
levee was far away from a road and cars. Logan hoped that running around at the top of the levee
would help with his dog’s aggression. His dog has been increasingly aggressive over the last
month. Just yesterday, his dog had again bitten Logan’s arm when Logan was feeding him.
As Logan and his dog neared the top of the levee, the dog ran straight towards a small
child. Logan’s good friend Melissa and her 24-year old daughter Vickie were also at the levee.
Vickie was worried that the dog would attack the small child because she had previously seen the
dog bite Logan during feeding time. So Vickie jumped in front of the dog, poked him with her
walking stick and began waiving a treat at the dog. The dog immediately attacked Vickie and
mangled her ear and almost tore it off. Vickie’s mom, Melissa, watched in horror as the dog
viciously attacked her daughter. Melissa immediately jumped into action, picked up the walking
stick and began hitting the dog. While swinging wildly at the dog, Melissa also hit Logan with the
stick, breaking his nose. Melissa was extremely distraught from the whole experience. Melissa
had nightmares about the dog attack for months. Melissa also began seeking treatment with a
mental health counselor for increased anxiety.
Please answer the following three subquestions. The subquestions in Question 1 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
1.1

What theory or theories of liability, other than general negligence, might Vickie
reasonably assert against Logan; what defense(s) might Logan reasonably raise; and
which party is likely to prevail? Explain fully. (20 points)

1.2

What theory or theories of liability might Melissa reasonably assert against Logan,
and is Melissa likely to prevail? Explain fully. (10 points)

1.3

What theory or theories of liability might Logan reasonably assert against Melissa;
what defense(s) might Melissa reasonably raise; and which party is likely to prevail?
Explain fully. (10 points)

[End of Question 1]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
JULY 2022
QUESTION 2 (40 POINTS)
For Question 2, please consider the facts described in Question 1, as well as the following
additional facts:
Minutes after Logan’s dog bit Vickie, Vickie was transferred to Lake Hospital, where she
then had emergency surgery on her ear. Dr. Shaw, who was a new doctor with operating privileges
at Lake Hospital but was not an employee of Lake Hospital, operated on Vickie’s ear. Vickie
signed a form consenting to the surgery. It listed several possible risks of surgery. One of the
known risks was permanent hearing loss. During the procedure, Dr. Shaw grabbed the wrong
instrument (i.e., one that was too large for the procedure) and pierced Vickie’s ear drum causing
permanent hearing loss.
A nurse, Debbie, was employed by Lake Hospital to take care of Vickie after the operation.
Nurse Debbie was exhausted because she had been out late at a bar the night before and was in no
mood for an overly needy patient. Nervous and anxious from being in the hospital, Vickie kept
buzzing Nurse Debbie for the smallest things. Because these interruptions were pushing Nurse
Debbie behind in being able to look after her other patients, Nurse Debbie felt like Vickie needed
a very extended nap. So Nurse Debbie gave Vickie a poisonous “sleepy time cocktail” that Nurse
Debbie sometimes made special for her annoying patients to make sure they would fall asleep.
Nurse Debbie had read that the combination of ingredients could cause permanent injury, but she
had previously given it to other patients who fell asleep but always woke up unharmed. That night,
because of the “cocktail,” Vickie had a stroke. As a result, Vickie suffered permanent paralysis to
the left side of her body. Contrary to hospital policy, Nurse Debbie did not document on Vickie’s
hospital records that she gave Vickie this cocktail.
At the time of these events, Dr. Shaw, Lake Hospital and Nurse Debbie were all qualified
health care providers.
Vickie’s roommate, Emmy, was very sad about Vickie’s injuries. She hated to see her
friend in pain. Vickie also could not work after the surgery. Emmy relied on Vickie to pay half
of the rent and utilities.
Please answer the following four subquestions. The subquestions in Question 2 are not
weighted equally. Explain each answer; an answer without explanation will receive no credit.
2.1

What theory or theories of liability might Vickie reasonably assert against Dr. Shaw;
what defense(s) might Dr. Shaw reasonably raise; and which party is likely to prevail?
Explain fully. (15 points)

2.2

What theory or theories of liability might Vickie reasonably assert against Nurse
Debbie; what defense(s) might Nurse Debbie raise; and which party is likely to
prevail? Explain fully. (10 points)

2.3

Assume for this Question 2.3 that neither Nurse Debbie nor Lake Hospital was a
qualified health care provider. What theory or theories of liability might Vickie
reasonably assert against Lake Hospital for Nurse Debbie’s actions; what defense(s)
might Lake Hospital raise; and which party is likely to prevail? Explain fully.
(8 points)

2.4

Assume for this Question 2.4 that neither Dr. Shaw nor Nurse Debbie nor Lake Hospital
was a qualified health care provider. What theory or theories of liability might Emmy
reasonably assert against Dr. Shaw, Lake Hospital and Nurse Debbie; what defense(s)
might they reasonably raise; and which party is likely to prevail? Explain fully.
(7 points)
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION
TORTS
JULY 2022
QUESTION 3 (20 POINTS)
Each of the following ten multiple choice items counts for 2 points. Select the letter that
corresponds to the correct answer.
3.1

Providers of alcohol

3.2

La. Merchant Liability

3.3

Workers’ compensation

3.4

Acts of others and things in custody

3.5

Defamation

3.6

Invasion of privacy

3.7

Survival action; rank of designated beneficiaries

3.8

Comparative fault

3.9

Self-defense

3.10

Products liability
[End of Question 3]
END OF TORTS TEST
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